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Concept III to Market New Porelle® Air Sport Membranes 

A Waterproof/Breathable That Really Breathes 

 

Red Bank, NJ – January 20, 2015 Concept III Textiles and its European office in the U.K. have 
partnered with U.K.-based PIL Membranes, Ltd. to bring new Porelle Air Sport air permeable waterproof 
membrane to outdoor and active apparel brands in the U.S. and Europe. 

Really breathes “in the past, the breathable part of WPB’s were far outshined by their waterproof 
aspect”, says Chris Parkes, Concept III partner and director of sales, “We sought out PIL’s Porelle Air 
Sport because of its incredible strides in breathability.” When compared with a major competitor, Porelle 
Air Sport is unsurpassed in allowing the movement of air through a garment for sweat to escape. (Air 
Sport measures an impressive 160,000 JIS L 1099 B1)At the same time, it is extremely light - barely 
adding any measureable weight to a laminated fabric. 

Super durable Over time, membranes can 
lose their effectiveness from contact with oils 
from the skin. Completely washable, Porelle 
Air Sport is also permanently oleophobic or 'oil-
hating' - repelling oil-based contaminants, and 
grime to maintain long lasting protection. It is 
also resistant to degradation from high 
temperatures. 

Science plus market savvy In addition to the 
know-how to create new waterproof breathable 
solutions, PIL in-house scientists collaborate 
with the Concept III staff by understanding both 
the needs of the end user and the needs of 
their brand customers to develop unique end 

products and innovative alternatives. This collaboration supported by documented testing give customers 
a competitive edge. 

Technical market roots PIL Membranes Ltd. has over 40 years of experience in polyurethanes, 
supplying membranes to the military, medical and emergency services sectors. It is well acquainted with 
rigorous testing and meeting stringent performance specifications. The Porelle brand was established 30 
years ago and has evolved from membranes for the footwear industry to high performance apparel and 
accessories that now, with the help of Concept III will enter the outdoor and active markets.  

Made in the U.K. Porelle is made in PIL’s own factories in Norfolk, U.K. PIL also maintains offices in 
Shanghai, Hong Kong and Russia supplying Porelle on a global basis. 

Environmentally sound PIL has invested heavily in renewable energy to power their facilities in the U.K. 
All electricity required to manufacture their membranes comes from PIL’s own energy sources. 
Recovered, recycled and reused materials are used throughout the manufacturing process and in the 
products themselves. 
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Customers can see and hear about Porelle Air Sport at Outdoor Retailer in Salt lake City January 21-24, 
at the SIA Sourcing Show, Denver CO January 29-February 1, at ISPO, Munich, Germany February 5-8 
or by contacting Concept III in the U.S. at info@conceptiii.com, 732.530.1976 or Europe at 
info@concepiii.co.uk,  44.1756.702100.  

 

### 
 

Concept III Textiles International is an inclusive resource for the development, sourcing, and production of fabric-based finished 
products worldwide for the active sports and outdoor markets. Headquartered in Red Bank, NJ in the U.S., it also has offices in five 
cities worldwide. For more information go to http://www.conceptiii.com 


